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Preface
This report describes the activities planned for Task 1 of the sub-activity 4.1 of the EU
EIP project dealing with the topic of “Stakeholders, value chains and work processes for
ITS services”.
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1. Introduction: Directive 2010/40/EU
Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 July 2010,
establishes a framework in support of the coordinated and coherent deployment and use
of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) within the Union, paying particular attention across
the borders.
For the purpose of this Directive, there are some areas considered as priority for its
development. Those priority areas are the following:
i.

Optimal use of road, traffic and travel data.

ii.

Continuity of traffic and freight management ITS services.

iii.

ITS road safety and security applications.

iv.

Linking the vehicle with the transport infrastructure.

Within previous priority areas, they have been defined six priority actions for the
development and use of specifications and standards:
a) The provision of EU-wide multimodal travel information services.
b) The provision of EU-wide real-time traffic information services.
c) Data and procedures for the provision, where possible, of road safety related
minimum universal traffic information free of charge to users.
d) The harmonised provision for an interoperable EU-wide eCall.
e) The provision of information services for safe and secure parking places for
trucks and commercial vehicles.
f)

The provision of reservation services for safe and secure parking places for
trucks and commercial vehicles.

For each priority action, the Commission can develop delegated acts in order to the
adoption of specifications. For the moment it is been developed Commission Delegated
Acts for priority actions (b), (c), (d) and (e).

1.1. Commission delegated regulation (EU) Priority actions
Delegated acts, related to Task 1, developed up to date, are the following:
1. Priority action a. To the date there is no Commission Delegated Regulation
published, but a draft has been developed. In fact, several initiatives have been
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1

st

launched in order to develop priority action a (1 Smart Mobility Challenge , studies,
workshops and public consultations).

2. Priority action b. Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) no 2015/962 of 18
December 2014 supplementing Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament
and of the Council with regard to the provision of EU-wide real-time traffic information
services - Nº 2015/962. Priority action b.

3. Priority action c. Commission Delegated Regulation (Eu) No 886/2013 of 15 May
2013 supplementing Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the
Council with regard to data and procedures for the provision, where possible, of road
safety-related minimum universal traffic information free of charge to users - No
886/2013

4.

Priority action e. commission Delegated Regulation (Eu) No 885/2013 of 15 May
2013 supplementing ITS Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the
Council with regard to the provision of information services for safe and secure
parking places for trucks and commercial vehicles - No 885/2013.

1.2. Activities and sub-activities
The EU ITS Platform focuses the cooperation on 5 Activities:
‐

Activity 1: EU ITS Platform Governance and Management.

‐

Activity 2: Monitoring and Dissemination (including ITS Deployment Guidelines).

‐

Activity 3: Feasibility study East-West Corridor and first pilot implementation.

‐

Activity 4: Harmonization Cluster.

‐

Activity 5: Evaluation.

The scope of Activity 4 is to define the specifications to be followed for the Directive
implementation and is sub-divided into seven sub-activities. The sub-activities of Activity
4 "Harmonization Cluster" are the following:
Sub-activity 4.1: Determining Quality of European ITS Services
Sub-activity 4.2: Facilitating automated driving
1

1st Smart Mobility Challenge: http://ec.europa.eu/transport/its/multimodal-planners/index_en.htm
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Sub-activity 4.3: ITS Deployment Road Map Update
Sub-activity 4.4: Cooperative ITS Services Deployment Support
Sub-activity 4.5: Liaison and harmonization on interfaces for data exchange
Sub-activity 4.6: Monitoring and harmonization of Single Point of Access
Sub-activity 4.7: Provision of updates of ITS spatial road data
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2. Scope and objectives of EU EIP sub-activity 4.1 and
description of Task 1
This chapter describes the scope and objectives of the EU EIP sub-activity 4.1 as well as
the description and objectives of its Task 1 according to the Grant Agreement signed with
INEA.

2.1. Scope and objectives of EU EIP sub-activity 4.1
The scope of sub-activity 4.1 “Determining Quality of European ITS Services” is the
development of quality requirements and quality assessment practices for all ITS
Directive priority services involving the road authorities and operators in a major role. It
builds up on results from EIP and EIP+, however widens the scope to other priority
services as covered by EIP and EIP+.
The following four tasks were identified to achieve the objectives of the sub-activity:
‐

Task 1: Identify stakeholders, value chains, recommended work processes, quality
assurance, and introduction paths for road operator relevant ITS Directive priority
services.

‐

Task 2: Propose European minimum quality requirements and quality assessment
practices for all ITS Directive's priority services involving road authorities/operators
in a major role.

‐

Task 3: Validate and improve the quality criteria, requirements and assessment
practices proposed.

‐

Task 4: Work towards specifying optimum quality for selected priority services.

2.2. Stakeholders, value chains and work processes for ITS service
(Task 1 of sub-activity 4.1)
This task will identify the stakeholders, value chains, recommended work processes and
quality assurance methods that are not yet charted unlike traffic information services.
This task, performed in strong interaction with stakeholders, lays the fundament for
widening the scope of the quality related work to other ITS Directive priority services in
identifying relevant stakeholders, scope and way of working of ITS Directive priority
services, and figuring out anchor points for quality assurance and quality assessment
methods.
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3. Planning of activities
3.1. Results and deliverables
The following deliverables are planned as a result of the activities in Task 1:
1.1 Stakeholders
•

The objective of this report is to identify major stakeholders such as ITS service
providers, associations of ITS users, transport and facilities operators,
representatives of the manufacturing industry, social partners, professional
associations and local authorities. Those major stakeholders should have the
possibility to advise the Commission on the commercial and technical aspects of
the deployment of ITS within the Union.

•

Deadlines:
o

document structure: 27 May 2016

o

first draft: 10 October 2016

o

final version: November 2016

•

An update of the report is due 11/2019

•

Partners involved: SP, RO, NL

1.2 Value chains for ITS service
•

The objective of this report is to identify information flows and value chains that
should be followed to ensure a coordinated and effective deployment of ITS
within the Union as a whole, specifications, including, where appropriate,
standards, defining further detailed provisions and procedures should be
introduced

•

Deadlines:
o

document structure: 27 May 2016

o

first draft: 10 October 2016

o

final version: November 2016

•

An update of the report is due 11/2019

•

Partners involved: SP, RO, NL

1.3 Work processes for ITS service
•

The objective of this report is to identify the suitable work process which
guarantees a coordinated and effective deployment of ITS within the Union.
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•

Deadlines:
o

document structure: 27 May 2016

o

first draft: 10 October 2016

o

final version: November 2016

•

An update of the report is due 11/2019

•

Partners involved: SP, RO, NL

3.2. Workshops
In order to support the activities in Task 1, a workshop focussing on stakeholders and
value chains for ITS services was held on 14 September 2016 in Paris. The main
objective of the workshop was to gather feedback on the first deliverable. The input from
the stakeholders will also feed into the further planning of the activities and deliverables
of Task 1.
The workshop summary is included as Annex 1 to this Deliverable.
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4. Information to be shared among stakeholders
As it has been mentioned before, the Task 1 main objectives are ITS Directive priority
actions (b) and (c). Also, the group must work towards the attainment of the priority
actions (a) and (e). The priority actions are defined as:
(b) Real Time Traffic Information (RTTI)
(c) Road Safety-related minimum universal Traffic Information (SRTI)
(a) Multi Modal Travel Information (MMTI), in real time conditions, with reference to (b)
RTTI
(e) Safe and Secure Parking Places (SSPP), in real time conditions, with reference to
(b) RTTI
To do so, the first step is the definition of the information to be shared. This purpose is
going to be discussed in following paragraphs.

4.1. Minimum information according to Commission Delegated
Regulation (EU)
4.1.1. Minimum information to be shared for priority action (a)
As mentioned before, no Delegated Regulation for Multimodal Travel Information
services (MMTIS) has been published so far. However, a Delegated Regulation draft
version has been reviewed for the work of this Task.
According to this draft, the MMTIS data types will be listed as an Annex to the Delegated
Regulation. The data types are categorised in two main groups: static and dynamic data.
Each group is subdivided into 3 level of services, where level of service 1 covers all data
“regarded as essential for the basic functioning of multimodal travel information services.”
The list below shows the relevant MMTIS data types, according to the draft. It has been
concluded that this list may be too comprehensive, so the work of the 4.1 sub-activity
should first focus on a selected set of services. The selected services, based on a survey
on MMTIS Quality, are marked in red in the list below:
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1. STATIC TRAVEL DATA.
Level of service 1:
a. Location search (origin/destination)
I. Address identifiers
II. Topographic places
III. Points of interest
b. Trip plans
I. Operational Calendar, mapping day types to calendar dates
c. Location search (access nodes)
I. Identified access nodes
II. Geometry/map layout structure of access nodes
d. Trip plan computation – scheduled modes transport
I. Connection links where interchanges may be made, default transfer times
between modes at interchanges
II. Network topology and routes /lines (topology)
III. Transport operators
IV. Timetables
V. Planned interchanges between guaranteed scheduled services
VI. Hours of operation
VII. Stop facilities access nodes
VIII. Vehicles
IX. Accessibility of access nodes, and paths within an interchange
X. Existence of assistance services
e. Trip plan computation – road transport.
I. Road network
II. Cycle network
III. Pedestrian network and accessibility facilities
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Level of service 2:
f. Location search
I. Park & Ride stops
II. Bike sharing stations
III. Car-sharing stations
IV. Publicly accessible refuelling stations for petrol, diesel, CNG/LNG, hydrogen
powered vehicles, charging stations for electric vehicles
V. Secure bike parking
g. Information service
I. Where and how to buy tickets for scheduled modes, demand responsive modes
and car parking
h. Trip plans, auxiliary information, availability check
I. Fare network data
II. Standard fare structures (point to point including daily and weekly fares, zonal
fares, flat fares)
III. Vehicle facilities such as classes of carriage, on-board wifi

Level of service 3:
i. Detailed common standard and special fare query
I. Passenger classes
II. Common fare products
III. Special Fare Products
IV. Basic commercial conditions
j. Information service
I. How to pay tolls
II. How to book car sharing, taxis, cycle hire etc.
III. Where how to pay for car parking, public charging stations for electric vehicles
and refuelling points
k. Trip plans
I. Detailed cycle network attributes
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II. Parameters such as carbon per vehicle type or passenger mile needed to
calculate an environmental factor
III. Parameters such as fuel consumption needed to calculate cost
l. Trip plan computation
I. Estimated travel times by day type and time-band

2. DYNAMIC TRAVEL AND TRAFFIC DATA
Level of service 1:
m. Passing times, trip plans and auxiliary information
I. Disruptions (all modes)
II. Real-time status information – delays, cancellations, guaranteed connections
monitoring (all modes)
III. Status of access node features

Level of service 2:
n. Passing times, trip plans and auxiliary information
I. Estimated departure and arrival times of services
II. Current road link travel times
III. Cycling network closures / diversions
ñ. Information service
I. Publicly) accessible charging stations for electric vehicles and refuelling points for
CNG/LNG, hydrogen, petrol and diesel powered vehicles
o. Availability check
I. Car-sharing availability, bike sharing availability
II. Car parking spaces available (on- and off-street), parking tariffs, road toll tariffs

Level of service 3:
p. Trip plans
I. Future predicted road link travel times
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4.1.2. Minimum information to be shared for priority action (b)
According to Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/962 of 18 December 2014
supplementing Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council with
regard to the provision of EU-wide real-time traffic information services, the information to
be shared, related to Real Time Traffic Information (RTTI) is classified into three groups:
static road data parameters, dynamic road data parameters and traffic data parameters.
Minimum parameters to be exchange are listed below.
1. Minimum static road data parameters
a. Following static road data:
‐

road network links and their physical attributes:
o

geometry.

o

road width.

o

number of lanes.

o

gradients.

o

junctions.

‐

road classification.

‐

traffic signs reflecting traffic regulations and identifying dangers:
o

access conditions for tunnels.

o

access conditions for bridges.

o

permanent access restrictions.

o

other traffic regulations.

‐

speed limits.

‐

traffic circulation plans.

‐

freight delivery regulations.

‐

location of tolling stations.

‐

identification of tolled roads, applicable fixed road user charges and
available payment methods.

‐

location of parking places and service areas.
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‐

location of charging points for electric vehicles and the conditions for
their use.

‐

location of compressed natural gas, liquefied natural gas, liquefied
petroleum gas stations.

‐

location of public transport stops and interchange points.

‐

location of delivery areas.

b. The location of the condition concerned by the update.
c.

The type of update (modification, insertion or deletion).

d. The description of the update.
e. The date on which the data has been updated.
f.

The date and time when the change in a given condition has occurred or is
planned to occur.

g. The quality of the data update.
2. Minimum dynamic road data parameters.
a. Following dynamic road status data and, where appropriate, a short
description of it:
‐

road closures.

‐

lane closures.

‐

bridge closures.

‐

overtaking bans on heavy goods vehicles.

‐

roadworks.

‐

accidents and incidents.

‐

dynamic speed limits.

‐

direction of travel on reversible lanes.

‐

poor road conditions.

‐

temporary traffic management measures.

‐

variable road user charges and available payment methods.

‐

availability of parking places.

‐

availability of delivery areas.

‐

cost of parking.
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‐

availability of charging points for electric vehicles.

‐

weather conditions affecting road surface and visibility.

b. The location of the event or condition concerned by the update.
c.

The period of occurrence of the event or condition concerned by the update.

d. The quality of the data update.
3. Minimum traffic data parameters.
a. Following traffic data and, where appropriate, a short description of it:
‐

traffic volume.

‐

speed.

‐

location and length of traffic queues.

‐

travel times.

‐

waiting time at border crossings to non-EU Member States.

b. The location of the event or condition concerned by the update.
c.

The quality of the data update.

4.1.3. Minimum information to be shared for priority action (c)
According to Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 886/2013 of 15 May 2013
supplementing Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council with
regard to data and procedures for the provision, where possible, of road safety-related
minimum universal traffic information free of charge to users, the information to be
shared, related to Road Safety is classified into two groups: events or conditions covered
and information provided. Minimum parameters to be exchange are listed below.
1. Minimum events or conditions covered by the road safety-related minimum universal
traffic information service
a. Temporary slippery road
b. Animal, people, obstacles, debris on the road
c.

Unprotected accident area

d. Short-term road works
e. Reduced visibility
f.

Wrong-way driver
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g. Unmanaged blockage of a road
h. Exceptional weather conditions
2. Minimum information provided on the road safety-related events or conditions
a. Location of the event or the condition
b. The category of event or condition and, where appropriate, short description
of it
c.

Driving behaviour advice, where appropriate

4.1.4. Minimum information to be shared for priority action (e)
According to Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 885/2013 of 15 May 2013
supplementing ITS Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council
with regard to the provision of information services for safe and secure parking places for
trucks and commercial vehicles, the information to be shared, related to Parking Places
for trucks and commercial vehicles is classified into two groups: parking data to be share
and parking data to be collected. Minimum data to be exchange are listed below.
1. Minimum parking data to be share and exchange:
a. Static data related to the parking areas, including (where applicable)
‐

Identification information of parking area (name and address of the
truck parking area (limited to 200 characters))

‐

Location information of the entry point in the parking area
(latitude/longitude) (20 + 20 characters)

‐

Primary road identifier1/direction (20 characters/20 characters), and
Primary road identifier2/direction (20 characters/20 characters) if
same parking accessible from two different roads

‐

If needed, the indication of the Exit to be taken (limited to 100
characters)/Distance from primary road (integer 3) km or miles

‐

Total number of free parking places for trucks (integer 3)

‐

Price and currency of parking places (300 characters)

2. Minimum parking data to be collected:
a. Information on safety and equipment of the parking area
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‐

Description of security, safety and service equipment of the parking
including national classification if one is applied (500 characters)

‐

Number of parking places for refrigerated goods vehicles (numerical 4
digits)

‐

Information on specific equipment or services for specific goods
vehicles and other (300 characters)

b. Contact information of the parking operator:

c.

‐

Name and surname (up to 100 characters)

‐

Telephone number (up to 20 characters)

‐

E-mail address (up to 50 characters)

‐

Consent of the operator to make his contact information public
(Yes/No)

Dynamic data on availability of parking places: parking full, parking closed or
number of free places which are available

4.2. TISA Recommendation for the Minimum Set of Safety Related
Messages
Minimum information to be shared related to Road Safety has been studied previously.
TISA has developed a recommendation for the Minimum Set of Safety Related
Messages, which is very similar to the Delegated Regulation indications. TISA’s proposal
for Minimum Set of Safety Related Messages are the following:
Category: Ghost Driver (“wrong-way driver” in Delegated Regulation)
Category: Dangerous road surface (“temporary slippery road” in Delegated
Regulation)
Category: Reduced visibility (“reduced visibility” in Delegated Regulation)
Category: Animal / people / debris on the road (“animal, people, obstacles,
debris on the road” in Delegated Regulation)
Category: Unmanaged road blockage (“unmanaged blockage of a road” in
Delegated Regulation)
Category: Unprotected accident area (“unprotected accident area” in
Delegated Regulation)
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Category: Short term roadworks (“short-term roadworks” in Delegated
Regulation)
Category: Unexpected End of queue (This category is not defined in
Delegated Regulation but TISA indicates that this is a future category
because it represents a highly dynamic situation with precise location
referencing. Consequently, it is not a relevant difference)
Also, “exceptional weather conditions” is considered an additional category in the
Delegated Regulation, but not in the TISA study.

4.3. C-ITS Platform list
The C-ITS Platform agreed on a list of 'Day 1 services' which, because of their expected
societal benefits and the maturity of technology, are expected to and should be available
in the short term (personal benefits, users’ willingness to pay, business cases and market
driven deployment strategies were not taken into account at this stage):
1. List of Day 1 services Hazardous location notifications:
Slow or stationary vehicle(s) & Traffic ahead
Warning Road works
Warning Weather conditions
Emergency brake light
Emergency vehicle approaching
Other hazardous notifications
Signage applications:
‐

In-vehicle signage

‐

In-vehicle speed limits

‐

Signal violation

‐

Intersection Safety

‐

Traffic signal priority request by designated vehicles

‐

Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory (GLOSA)

‐

Probe vehicle data

‐

Shockwave Damping (falls under ETSI Category “local hazard
warning”)
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Furthermore, the C-ITS Platform also agreed on a list of 'Day 1'5 services', considered as
mature and highly desired by the market, though, for which specifications or standards
might not be completely ready.
2. List of Day 1’5 services:
Information on fuelling & charging stations for alternative fuel vehicles
Vulnerable Road user protection
On street parking management & information
Off street parking information Park & Ride information
Connected & Cooperative navigation into and out of the city (1st and last
mile, parking, route advice, coordinated traffic lights)
Traffic information & Smart routing

4.4. Comparison of data type definitions
In the preceding sections, different data type definitions have been introduced:
Commission Delegated Regulations
C-ITS Platform Reports
TISA Recommendations
These data definitions have been analysed and compared in order to obtain relations
between them. This comparison is included as Annex 2 to this Deliverable.
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5. Stakeholders for ITS services
5.1. Stakeholders definition
Oxford dictionaries define stakeholder as “a person with an interest or concern (positive
2
or negative) in something” .
For the purpose of this deliverable a stakeholder must be “A person, entity or company
with an interest or concern (positive or negative) in something”. Also it must be identified
a list of stakeholder related to ITS services.

5.2. List of stakeholders
5.2.1. Literature and interesting data review
In December 2013, the European Commission launched a public consultation titled “The
provision of EU-wide real-time traffic information services under Directive 2010/40/EU
(the "ITS Directive").
In total 101 people and organisations completed the questionnaire, with a good mix of all
stakeholders in the traffic information value chain (with 20 stakeholder groups) and
representing 22 Member States. Despite the fact that the sample is important and
relatively balanced, it cannot be considered statistically representative.

2

Source: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
EU EIP SA41, Task 1 Draft Deliverable
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Some results of the survey are presented below:

Figure 1: Types of organisations
organisations of the respondents. Source: ITS ACTION PLAN. Questionnaire
Results Action B D2.3 - EU-wide real-time
time traffic information services (2014)
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To define the stakeholders for ITS services, it is interesting analyse
analy different European
member’s situations. For example, the stakeholder inventory made in Netherlands:

Figure 2: Netherland example of stakeholder inventory

5.2.2. Stakeholder list developed by work group members
A list of stakeholders has been proposed to the work group for a detailed study. Finally,
the list of stakeholders has been grouped to ten stakeholder families where different
interested could be classified. The list is shown below:
1. Private and public national, regional and local transport infrastructure
infrastructu (road, railroad,
airport, port and cable) authorities, transport/traffic planning and management
authorities and operators responsible of infrastructure planning, management &
maintenance
Public, private, concessionaires responsible of transport infrastructure
infrast
and
planners, maintainer entity of transport infrastructure, infrastructure operation
and safety systems:
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-

Airport infrastructures operators

-

Port infrastructure operators

-

Road infrastructure operators

-

Rail infrastructure operators

Transport/traffic planning and management authorities (TMC)
2. Police, rescue and emergency organisations (at all levels: national, regional and
local)
3. Transport service operators
Contractors:
-

Road transport:
Taxicab companies
Bus companies
Truck companies
Tram operators
Parking operators

-

Railroad transport:
Rail operators

-

Air transport:
Airlines
Helicopter operators

-

Sea/River transport:
Vessel lines

-

Cable transport:
Cable operators

Rental services:
-

Bicycle

-

Car

-

Others

4. Transport service providers
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Established and new transport service providers
-

E.g. Uber, Tfl, Schenker, ports, airports, truck parks, CityBike

5. Private content and information service providers
Travel information service provider
-

E.g. Tomtom, Google, Amadeus, Radio Nova

Map providers
-

E.g. HERE, Google and other content providers

6. Hardware, equipment and software providers
Device manufacturers
Software developers
Cloud computing providers
Integrators
7. Communication network operators
Media (TV, radio, internet)
Network operators
8. Vehicle manufacturers
9. Standardisation bodies (at all levels: national, European and international)
10. Users, user associations and data users
Users:
-

Drivers

-

Passengers

-

Cyclists

-

Pedestrians

-

…

User associations:
-

Drivers

-

Passengers

-

Transport operators

-

…
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5.2.3. Stakeholder definition in Directive 2010/40/EU
According to Directive 2010/40/EU, the following definitions for the description of ITS
stakeholders are made:
-

ITS service provider: any provider of an ITS service, whether public or private.

-

ITS user: any user of ITS applications or services including travellers, vulnerable
road users (non-motorised road users, such as pedestrians and cyclists as well as
motor. cyclists and persons with disabilities or reduced mobility and orientation),
road transport infrastructure users and operators, fleet managers and operators of
emergency services.

5.2.4. Role definitions for processes along the value chain
Usually, various stakeholders are involved in the various processes of the value chain. A
role definition for the various processes along the value chain is set up independently
from the stakeholder definition in the context of the “layer model” (see chapter 6.6.2).
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6. Value Chain for ITS services
6.1. Definitions
6.1.1. Value chain
Oxford dictionaries define value chain as the process or activities by which someone
adds value to something in various phases.
For the purpose of this deliverable a value chain related to ITS services is a chain that
relates in a macro level the links between Real Time Traffic Information (RTTI), Safetyrelated Traffic Information (SRTI), Multi Modal Travel Information (MMTI) and Safe and
Secure Parking Places (SSPP) information sources (where the information is produced)
to information consumers.
In between, information is assessed through quality criteria and validated, to provide
optimum quality ITS services.

6.1.2. Access Point
Definitions for the following terms (“Access Point”, “National Access Point”, “Single Point
of Access”) have been elaborated in the parallel EU EIP sub-activity 4.6 (Monitoring and
harmonizing of Single Point of Access).
’Access Points’ are explained in the Delegated Regulations of the Directive 2010/40/EU
(according to the corresponding “Definitions” chapters).
For Priority Action (a), the definition is as follows:
” ‘Access point’ means a digital interface where at least the static travel and historic traffic
data together with the corresponding metadata are made accessible for re-use to users,
or where the sources and metadata of these data are made accessible for re-use to
users.”
For Priority Action (b), the definition is as follows:
” ‘Access point’ means a digital interface where the static road data, dynamic road status
data and traffic data, together with the corresponding metadata are made accessible for
re-use to users, or where the sources and metadata of these data are made accessible
for re-use to users.”
“The access point can take the form of a repository, registry, web portal or similar
depending on the type of data. “
For Priority Action (c), the definition is as follows:
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“ ‘Access point’ means a digital point of access where the road safety-related traffic data
necessary for generating the road safety-related minimum universal traffic information
are collected, formatted, and made available for exchange and reuse.”
For Priority Action (e), the definition is as follows:
“ ‘Access point’ means a digital point of access where the information on parking places
is collected, processed, and made available to be disseminated. These points of access
will provide the possibility to disseminate the information services across borders.”

6.1.3. National Access Point
The National Access Point (NAP) is seen as the central, per member state (or
combination of member states) organised digital access to the meta data, references to
data sources and (in some cases) the data content.
The roles and functions of NAPs are also explained in the Delegated Regulations of the
Directive 2010/40/EU:
For Priority Action (a), the definition is as follows:
1.

“Each Member State shall set up a national access point. The national
access point shall constitute a single point of access for users to at least the
static travel and traffic data and historic traffic data of different transport
modes, including data updates, provided, as appropriate, by the transport
authorities, transport operators, infrastructure managers or transport on
demand service providers within the territory of a given Member State.”

2. “Transport authorities, transport operators, infrastructure managers or
transport on demand service providers, as appropriate, shall ensure that
they provide the appropriate metadata in order to allow users to discover and
use the datasets to which access is provided through the national access
points.”
3. “Two or more Member States may set up a common access point.”
For Priority Action (b), the definition is as follows:
1.

“Each Member State shall set up a national access point. The national
access point shall constitute a single point of access for users to the road
and traffic data, including data updates, provided by the road authorities,
road operators and service providers and concerning the territory of a given
Member State”.

2. “Two or more Member States may set up a common access point”
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For Priority Action (c), the definition is as follows:
1.

“Member States shall manage a national access point to the data”

2. “These data shall be accessible for exchange and reuse by any user of road
safety-related minimum universal traffic information through the national
access point”
3. “Public and private road operators and service providers shall ensure the
timely renewal and quality of data made available through their access
point”.
For Priority Action (e), the definition is as follows:
1.

“The static data shall be accessible through a national or international
access point”

2. “For dynamic data, Member States (or national authorities) shall be
responsible for setting up and managing a central national or international
point of access referencing all individual single points of access”
3. “Member States may contribute to an international access point by providing
data and ensuring its quality”

6.1.4. Single Point of Access
The Singe Point of Access (SPA) is seen as a unique (web) address where the actual
datasets are able to be found, mostly distributed by data providers as road authorities or
companies. A National Access Point (NAP), as defined above, may point out to more
than one SPA, depending on how the actual data related to a priority action is divided
over one or more data collection points.

6.2. Value chain according to Delegated Regulations of the ITS
Directive
Value chain definitions according to the Delegated Regulations can be mainly derived
from the roles and functions of a National Access Point (NAP), as defined in the
individual Delegated Regulations (see above).
Each Member State shall set up and manage a National Access Point (NAP), which can
be shared among two or more Member States. This NAP shall allow (national or
international) users to access, exchange and reuse data related to the Delegated
Regulations.
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According to such an access point model, seamless travel
el information can be provided
even for cross-border
border trips. TISA has illustrated a possible way of service provision for
cross-border,
border, multimodal travel information services:

Figure 3: Linking Services across borders. Source: Provision of EUEU-wide multimodal travel
information services. TISA (2015)

6.3. Value chain according to TISA
TISA has defined the terms and definitions for the traffic and travel information value
chain. The value chain in the most simplified form are shown in the following figure:

At the highest level it can be identified two elements: Content and service. Content is
referred to the observation of an incident or the measurement of a traffic condition, while
service is referred to the transfer of the information and its maintenance.
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The Content segment is expanded below to show the detailed functional sub-segments:

‐

DETECTION: The process of observing a measurement sample by means of
technical equipment (detection could also involve human observation).

‐

DATA DELIVERY: The process of transferring the detected measurement sample
from the measurement location to a central place.

‐

DATA RECEPTION: The process of collecting several measurement samples from
the measurement locations at a central entity.

‐

DATA AGGREGATION: The process of gathering the received measurement
samples in a repository.

‐

DATA FUSION: The process of combining raw data measurement samples from
different means of detection into a representation of the traffic situation (traffic
cameras, loop detectors, human observation...).

‐

QUALITY CHECK: The process of checking on measurement samples and the
reconstructed traffic situation with the goal of removing erroneous samples.

‐

CONTENT DELIVERY: The process of transferring the content to a service
provider, which will take care of the distribution of the content to the End Users.
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The Service sub-segment
sub
is expanded below to show the detailed functional subsub
segments:

‐

CONTENT RECEPTION:
RECEPTION The process of receiving content at the service provider
(could be obtained from various content
content providers and through different
communication channels).
channels)

‐

CONTENT FUSION:
FUSION The process of combining the content from different content
providers into a Service that can be consumed by the End User.
User

‐

SERVICE GENERATION:
GENERATION The process of improve the quality of the content such
that it can be delivered to the End User (addition of meta information about the
service area covered, type of content to be delivered...).
delivered...)

‐

PRE-FORMATTING
FORMATTING: The process of “wrapping” the service in a way such that it can
be transferred to the End User (data compression for reducing the required
bandwidth for the transfer, packaging the content in smaller data containers…).
containers…)

‐

SERVICE DELIVERY:
DELIVERY The transportation of the service to the End User (radio,
cellular phone, internet, apps...).
apps...)
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‐

SERVICE RECEPTION:
RECEPTION The process of collecting the service at the End User
device (FM or digital radio, mobile phones, personal computer...).
computer...)

‐

SERVICE DECODING:
DECODING The process of “unwrapping” the service from its packaging.
packaging

‐

SERVICE RENDERING:
RENDERING The process of preparing
paring the content received as part of a
service in a way that useful information can be presented to the End User (icon on a
car navigation map, text message, audible announcement...).
announcement...)

‐

SERVICE PRESENTATION:
PRESENTATION The process of presenting the info or event to the
t End
User, using whatever capabilities the End User device has to offer (graphical or
alphanumeric display, loudspeaker...).
loudspeaker...)
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Source: Terms and Definitions for the Traffic and Travel Information Value Chain. TISA (2012).

6.4. European examples of value chain
c
implementation
Some
ome European examples have been studied to explain how the value chain (as defined
before)) is implemented in practice.
practice. Those examples are shown below and identify
identif two
common situations. In the first image, the value chain for Safety-related Traffic
Information (SRTI
SRTI) is represented;; in the second, the value chain when an obstacle in the
road is detected.
SRTI message flow

Figure 4: SRTI message flow model
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Figure 5: German example of value chain: Obstacles on road. (Source: BASt)

6.5. Value chain accepted for workgroup members
Workgroup Members have added the location of a Single Point of Access (SPA) to the
TISA value chain.
chain Thereby the value chain for ITS Services is defined as follows:

It is necessary to have a feedback regarding the quality, reliability
reliability and availability of the
transmitted data. For that reason, the value chain should be a loop, where each layer
transmits this information to the previous one.
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6.6. Roles along the value chain
6.6.1. Roles of stakeholders
Usually, various stakeholders are involved in various processes along the value chain. It
has been discussed if and how the roles of stakeholders (as defined in section 5.2.2)
could be defined for the processes of the value chain.
The first approximation to potential roles of stakeholders was developed in 2012 by the
Position Paper EO12004 from TISA. This document indicates:
“Within the next years, the European Commission will define specifications for
each of the priority actions that shall include one or more of the following types
of provisions:
- Functional provisions that describe the roles of the various stakeholders and
the information flow between them.”
Two years later, in 2014, TISA published a new Position Paper (EO14005) which
contradicts the above, after analysing the situation. This document indicates:
“...it does not recommend defining roles and responsibilities along the value
chain in each country or attempts to harmonize the value chains across Europe.
Each entity shall have the freedom to define its role in the value chain. Both
public and commercial actors will choose a role in the value chain that suits their
mission and business model. TISA considers any regulation of roles and
responsibilities along the value chain as counterproductive; it will likely interfere
with already existing business relations.”
It has to be further considered:
•

A stakeholder may cover several stages of the value chain.

•

Several stakeholders may cover the same stage of the value chain for a given
region.

•

The value chain is not static for a given region.

Based on the arguments above, the work group has concluded that it is not
recommended to define the roles of stakeholders (as defined in section 5.2.2) for
the processes along the value chain. This should not be done in individual member
states, nor in a harmonised manner across Europe. Saying that:
•

Each stakeholder entity shall have the freedom to define its role in the value
chain.
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•

Actors will choose a role in the value chain that suits their mission and business
model.

6.6.2. Layer model for processes along the value chain
Instead of a “stakeholder model”, a role definition for the various processes within the
value chain can be defined using the “layer model”. This model was taken by a proposal
3
of Plannerstack . The layers are detailed below:
1. Data owners (layer 0)
Service/product providers which create/detect source data (Detection), and transfer and
deliver it to a central place (Data delivery).
2. Content brokers (layer 1)
Single, national or common access points which:
Receive/collect source data (Data reception)
Gather and aggregate it in a repository (Data aggregation)
Then combine it in a standardised representation (Data fusion)
Check its quality (Quality check) and
Transfer the content to content aggregators and application aggregators who
take care of its (re)distribution (Content delivery)
3. Content aggregators (layer 2)
Intermediary parties which:
Receive content from various content providers (Content reception) and
Integrate, validate and/or enrich the received content to formats and services
for transfer and delivery to application integrators or service providers
(Content fusion)
4. Application integrators (layer 3)
Intermediary providers that combine the received aggregated content from different
content providers into (parts of) trip planning functionality that provide multi modal travel
information.
5. Service or app provider (layer 4)

3

The Plannerstack foundation is a Netherlands-based community of individuals,
organisations and companies with the goal to provide the traveller with high quality and
open services. http://www.plannerstack.org/
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Providers that (develop and) distribute/sell applications or apps to provide multi modal
travel information by:
Improving the quality of and process the content for delivery (Service
generation)
”Wrapping” the service for transfer (Pre-formatting)
Transporting the service to the End User (Service delivery)
Collecting the service at the End user device (Service reception)
”Unwrapping” the service content received from its packaging (Service
decoding)
Preparing the service content received for presentation as useful information
(Service rendering)
Presenting the information to the End user using the capabilities of his/her
device (Service presentation)
6. End users (layer 5)
Users and Users associations who use the information for their travel needs and provide
feedback on its usefulness and quality.
Data and information go up the ‘layer model’, from the source to the end user.
However, for the proper functioning of the value chain it doesn’t suffice for Member
States to merely start digitising static and dynamic travel and traffic information of
different transport modes that can be used for multimodal travel information services.
The actual use of the data in applications is critical to creating a feedback loop
concerning e.g. usability, quality, reliability and availability back down from each layer to
the previous one(s).
Quality anchor points are most likely be found in the feedback generated in Member
States where relevant Multi Modal Travel Information services are already up and
running
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Figure 6: Layer model (Source: Plannerstack)

This layer definition (layers 0 to 5) has been incorporated into the value chain description
as accepted by the workgroup members, see section 6.5.
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7. Work process definition
7.1. Work process definition
Oxford dictionaries define work process as the Work characterized by the use of
industrial processes.
For the purpose of this deliverable a work process related to ITS services will cover the
different stages through which information passes, from the beginning of an occurrence
to its availability in the Single Point of Access (SPA).

7.2. Work process related to ITS services
The work process is going to be focused on the Content sub-segment, from the point
when an incidence occurs until the point when related information is available in a Single
Point of Access.

Where:
•

Acceptance: An event is considered accepted when it has been found
trustworthy according to an organization’s quality policy, so action will be taken to
have the event report processed and published at the Single Point of Access
(SPA).

•

Validation: An event is considered validated, when it has been detected
(manually or based on technical means) by a source different from the source
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originally detecting the event, as stipulated by an organization's quality policy.
Validation can start/end either before or after the acceptance
(In the process of defining quality criteria for safety-related and real-time traffic
information it has been agreed that the distinguishing between acceptance and
validation don’t cause a remarkable improvement. Therefore, validation has been
replaced with acceptance and the definition of validation has been removed.)

•

•

Latency: the delay between acceptance of the event and the moment the
information is provided by the Single Point of Access. Latency can be divided
into two parts (latency 1 and latency 2)
•

Latency 1 is the time between acceptance and the action which sends the
information out from the system (indicated by a timestamp)

•

Latency 2 is the time between the action which sends the information out
from the system and the availability at a Single Point of Access (indicated by
a timestamp)

Timeliness: The delay between the occurrence of an event and the first
acceptance of the event. Two more definitions must be including in this report:
•

Timeliness (start): The delay between the occurrence of an event and the
first acceptance of the event

•

Timeliness (update): The delay between the end or (safety) relevant change
of condition and the acceptance of this change

7.3. Work processes examples
Below, different examples related to work processes are included:
Priority action a. Multimodal travel information services.
•

Driver plans business trip to city, requires pre-trip information on parking options
and tariffs, inner city vs. P+R and PT options for ‘last mile’ from P+R to end
destination, or alternative door-to-door PT journey to arrive on time

•

Driver is on way to event, receives on-trip information about severe congestion
and delays and requires information on alternative routes to venue and parking
options, and possibly PT alternatives
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Priority actions b and c.
c
‐

Debris on the road,
roa road user calls 112

‐

Accident on the road, operator gets speed alarm from signalling system

‐

Wrong Way Driver (WWD), notification by an emergency call from driver
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‐

Road inspector finds broken down vehicle which is a potential danger to drivers

7.4. Information
nformation transfer
Most common delivery channel for ITS services information its transferred using one of
the following media
‐

HF/FM radio - DAB Radio

‐

VHF/FM radio

‐

Mobile Networks (e.g. GSM, UMTS, LTE)

‐

DAB Radio

‐

Internet

Those media delivery channel need a specific message format and the availability of a
receiver device valid. Message format for each media delivery channel are listed below:
‐

HF/FM radio - DAB Radio

Spoken travel info

‐

VHF/FM radio

‐

Mobile Networks (e.g. GSM, UMTS, LTE)
protocols

‐

DAB Radio

‐

Internet

RDS-TMC
Many proprietary
pro
message

TPEG

http

TISA is developing and maintaining two of the most widespread protocols for the
dissemination of traffic (and related) information: TMC and TPEG. Both focused on road
information. Also, TISA is starting
st
the development of TPEG2-SPT
SPT (Shared Passenger
Transport), which will be the first of a modular and scalable set of applications for
multimodal travel information.
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Regarding data standardization, the Delegated regulation draft according the provision of
Multimodal Travel Information services, suggests that Netex will be the static data
standard and SIRI will be the dynamic data standard.
However, the Delegated regulation draft explain that “there are a number of relevant preexisting standards and technical specifications that exist covering road (DATEX II), rail
(TAP-TSI technical documents B1, B2, B3, B4, B8, B9), air (IATA SSIM) and underlying
spatial data (INSPIRE). In such cases this Regulation should refer to the requirements
already in place but such transport modes may choose to use other standards and
technical specifications identified in the specification.”
It is also important that avoid duplicity of forms on the same travel and traffic data.
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Delivery Channel, Message Formats and Receiver
Re
Devices available. Source: Provision of a free
Minimum Universal Traffic Information Service. TISA (2012) - EO12004
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